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CHAPTERR 6

M A R R I E DD WOMEN A N D ABORTION

Abortionn does happen among married Yoruba women; statistics in Chapter 4
showedd that about one-fifth of abortions were among married women. In a
sensee this is surprising, because in Yoruba society, marriage is meant to produce
childrenn and married women who get pregnant should, in principle, welcome
everyy pregnancy. So, a married woman aborting a pregnancy is always regarded
suspiciously.. Why would she not want the pregnancy? Maybe she got pregnant
fromm a boyfriend? Or perhaps she is wicked and wants to prevent members of
herr husband's lineage from being born? There is a range of reasons. To find out
whywhy married women diverge from the dominant norm and what motivates marriedd women to abort a pregnancy, this chapter analyses the abortion experiences
ass recounted by married women in the context of their marriage and their
socio-economicc standing.
'Maritall status' among the Yoruba is not a straightforward one. Formal marriagee can be traditional, civil, or religious (either in the church or in the
mosque,, as explained in Chapter 3). Traditional and Muslim marriages can be
officiallyy polygynous; Christian men may also be in polygynous relationships,
althoughh their religion does not sanction them. Engaged women or women in a
stablee relationship sometimes consider themselves to be married if they live
withh their boyfriend or fiance. This happens more often in urban areas than in
rurall ones. The most salient characteristic of marriage, as defined for this chapter,, is that the woman is in a sanctioned relationship with a man, and by extension,, with his family.'
Wee defined marriage in a slightly different way than some of the women in
thee study did. During interviews, when asking whether the woman was married
orr not, we did not define the various marriage categories for her. If the interviewedd woman described herself as married, we asked her when she got married
andd whether she was the only wife of her husband, and if not, how many other
wivess the husband had. The married women referred to in this chapter are those
womenn who responded that they were married (in any way) and had children
fromm their husbands. Also included are those women who said they were marriedd and did not have children yet, and (after probing) indicated that they were
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formallyy married. Thus, women cohabiting but not formally married to their
partners,, even if they were sometimes referred to as 'husbands', were not
countedd as married when they did not have children together. As we have seen
inn Chapter 5, these relationships often break up when the woman becomes
pregnantt and the partner has to decide about formal marriage.
StudyStudy populations
Thee study populations for this chapter are summarised in Table 6.1 below. The
mainn source of quantitative data were the semi-structured interviews with
womenn in the communities and clinics of health service providers in Lagos and
Epee who reported ever having had an abortion when they were married; 158
womenn reported a total of 233 past abortion experiences while they were married.. Since 20 of these women also had abortions prior to marriage, when they
weree single, and 10 had abortions later, after they were divorced, one cannot calculatee the average number of abortions of married women from these figures.
Thee 128 women who had abortions only when they were married, had between 1
too 6 abortions with a mean of 1.5. The ages of the married women when they
hadd abortions ranged from 17 to 42 years, with a mean of 27.2 years.
Thee main source of qualitative data and case histories were the in-depth interviewss with 10 married women who came to the hospital with complications
causedd by induced abortion. They ranged in age from 20 to 32 years, and the
meann age was 27.9 years. Throughout this chapter, reference will also be made
too the information gathered from women in the community survey about 24
marriedd women who died as a result of abortion. The age of these 24 women
whoo died ranged from 16 to 42 years, with a mean of 29.1.
Tablee 6 . 1 .

Study populations and sample size for Chapter 6: Married women and abortion

studystudy population
Womenn who had an abortion when they were married
Pastt abortion experiences (reported by the 158 women above)

sample size
158
233

Marriedd women with abortion complications presented in the hospital

10

Historiess about married women who died from abortion

24

Threee case histories

Inn this section, Yemi, Jumoke and Gbemisola recount their experiences, which
willl serve as illustrations for the analysis in this chapter. We interviewed them
inn the hospital where they were admitted with abortion complications. Their
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historiess are typical in terms of their reasons for abortion, marital relationship,
socio-economicc background, decision-making on abortion method and involvementt of partners and others. What is atypical about their cases is that they
allhadallhad unsafe abortions that ended in serious complications that were treated in
aa specialist hospital; 7 0 % of the abortions of married women recorded in the
presentt study were relatively safe. At the relevant places in this chapter, parts of
otherr women's abortion experiences will be quoted to illustrate important
pointss that diverge from the experiences of Yemi, Jumoke and Gbemisola.
Yemii is a 28 year-old Anglican small trader in foodstuff who attended secondaryy school up to class 3. She has two children: "I found out that I was pregnant
att one month. I was not using any family planning, but had just thought about
starting.. I was not happy, because our youngest child was only two years old.
Wee just did not have money for another child. My husband is a civil servant, a
clerk,, and his salary is not regular. I am earning some money by trading, but it
iss not enough. When I told my husband I was pregnant again, he also was not
happy,, because we did not have money. We both thought that abortion was
thee best solution for the problem. I delayed for a few weeks, because I had to
makee up my mind about how to abort. My husband suggested going to the
TBAA where I had my last baby without complications, because we did not have
moneyy to go to the hospital. I was two months pregnant then. The TBA just
helpedd us; we did not have to pay any money. I drank a concoction, prepared
byy the TBA. Two weeks later I had severe lower abdominal pain and I could
nott walk. I started noticing a pussy discharge from my vagina. I was very
afraid;; I thought that my intestines were decaying and if I would not go for
treatmentt I would die. I told my husband about it. We decided to go back to
thee TBA. When we came to the TBA's house the neighbours told us that he had
travelledd and would only come back the next day. My husband then decided
too take me to the general hospital where I was referred to LIMH. I regret the
abortion.. If I had left the pregnancy to grow, I would not be going through all
thesee problems. From now on I will start using contraceptives. What would be
thee best method for me?" [Yemi's uterus was badly inflamed. Her fallopian
tubess and part of the uterus had started degenerating. The surrounding pelvic
areaa was also infected. She was placed on strong antibiotics, and will probably
sufferr from secondary infertility due to the infection.]
Jumokee is a 31 year-old Muslim small trader in cooked food with a secondary
schooll certificate. She has four children, had one miscarriage, and had one previouss abortion in 1993: "It was one month when I missed my period. I used to take
thee pill [oral contraceptive pill], but some days I would forget and sometimes I
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wouldd not take them for a whole week. I was not happy, because things were
nott going smoothly with my husband and me. We had a quarrel; he wanted to
takee another wife. My husband is a businessman and he is the father of my four
children.. We have been married for more than nine years. When I told my
husbandd that I was pregnant, he did not show any sign of joy or concern. He
justt did not care at all. I felt I could not nurture a pregnancy in an unconducive
atmospheree because I was not on good terms with my husband. Moreover, he
hadd also packed [moved] out of the house and left me living alone with the
children.. He stayed with the new wife he intended to marry. I wanted to abort,
butt did not abort immediately, because I did not have the money. At three
months,, I went to a nurse's house, two streets away from where we live. I had
heardd neighbours discussing the nurse. I went alone and paid her 400 naira.
Shee did dilation and vacuum extraction. Immediately after the nurse finished
thee procedure, I noticed I could not walk and was bleeding profusely, and later
II was passing urine involuntarily. I was very afraid, and I knew that my womb
hadd been damaged. I shouted for help from the neighbours, because I had no
otherr option. My neighbours immediately sent for my husband and they
rushedd me to a nearby private clinic from where I was referred to LIMH. I regrett very much what I did. I am afraid that my husband will not forgive me
thatt I did not tell him that I was going to abort the pregnancy. He has taken
myy children away from me and I am afraid that my husband and his relatives
willl not allow me to see my children again. [Jumoke had serious complications:: perforations of the bladder, peritoneum and vagina. After treatment her
generall condition was better, but she may be not able to conceive again. There
wass no money to do all the tests and surgery for repair. Jumoke asked the interviewerr to talk to the husband on her behalf, which she did. The husband said
hee had forgiven her, and hoped that she would not be 'stubborn' again and
thatt his and her family should sit down together and talk to discuss the issue.]
Gbemisolaa is a 32 year-old Muslim trader in leather bags and shoes with a secondaryy school certificate. She has four children, and had two prior abortions
inn 1985, when she was still in secondary school. Of this most recent abortion,
shee said: "I missed my period at one month. We usually use withdrawal
methodd but did not use it on that day due to my husband's mistake. I did not
takee anything afterwards, thinking that I might be just lucky not to get pregnant.. I was not happy to be pregnant, because I did not want to have any more
children.. Another child would be a [financial] burden to my family. My husbandd is a businessman who sells car parts. We have been married for 13 years. I
didd not tell him I was pregnant, because he would never allow me to abort the
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pregnancy.. I confided in a female friend who also sells in die same market and
hass a stall near my stall. I considered abortion immediately because I just could
nott have another child. However, I was afraid to go through die pains of abortion.. I experienced it twice when I was in secondary school. I also had a strange
feelingg that I would die in the process. I talked about it with my friend and she
toldd me about a private clinic somewhere in Ojodu [area of Lagos] where they
didd abortions. My friend went with me. I do not know what they did, because
II was heavily sedated. I had asked them to sedate me because I did not want to
havee any pains. I paid 1000 naira. About four hours after I came home, I
startedd bleeding profusely. I was startled at first and later I became so afraid. I
wass afraid to bleed to death, but also that my husband was definitely going to
findfind out what I did. I did not like that. I knew that if I did not go to the hospitaltal I would bleed to death. 1 called my neighbour and asked her to take me to
thee hospital because I just had a miscarriage. My neighbour helped me to go to
aa private hospital. The doctor in die private hospital tried to stop the bleeding,
butt he could not. I never told the doctor in the private hospital that I had done
ann abortion, just that I had miscarriage. I was later referred to the general hospital.. There I confessed that I had an abortion and they referred me to LIMH.
Myy husband got to know about everything when he came back from business
inn die East [of Nigeria] the next day and found me in the hospital. He is very
muchh annoyed with me and may even send me away. He said he would give
hiss verdict when I am well. I now regret having the abortion. I am afraid I have
destroyedd my marriage because of my foolishness. If only my husband can forgivee me I will go and get the adequate method of contraception. I used IUCD
before,, but stopped because I started losing weight." [Gbemisola came to
LIMHH with retained products of conception, heavy bleeding and an atonic
uterus.. She received a blood transfusion and evacuation of the uterus was
done.. Her husband paid the bill. She was much better and was discharged after
twoo days in hospital.]

Reasonss for abortion
Accordingg to Yoruba tradition, married women have very few reasons for abortion.. Community members acknowledged that there might be circumstances
thatt could make a married woman's pregnancy unwanted, but only in very few
casess could these be acceptable reasons for aborting. N o n e of the married
womenn in the interviews said that her unwanted pregnancy was a result of rape,
whichh would be the main genuine reason for aborting, as far as public opinion is
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concerned.. Only one woman aborted because her husband had died and several
abortedd for health reasons, which are also acceptable reasons for married
womenn to get an abortion. Any other reason that women reported for abortion
wouldd not be approved of. Nevertheless, the women interviewed considered
abortionn a better strategy to cope with their unwanted pregnancy than having
thee baby. Table 6.2 indicates the distribution of reported reasons for abortion
off the 233 abortion experiences of married women.
Tablee 6.2.

Reported reasons for 233 abortions by married women

reasonreason for abortion by married women

percent

Thee previous baby too young

40%

Financiall instability

16%

Enoughh children already

11%

Maritall problems (and she decided to abort)

9%

Pregnantt from extramarital affair

5%

Careerr plans

5%

Healthh reasons o f self or partner

4%

Presentt education/apprenticeship

4%

Other**

6%

TotalTotal

100%

*Justt not ready, circumstances, her other child died, partner died, feared delivery, husband's wish

TooToo short a birth interval
Yemii said she aborted because her previous child was still too young, which is
thee reason that women reported for 40% of all abortion experiences. The reasonn why a child who was conceived too soon is unwanted differs from case to
case.. For Yemi, the reason was that she and her husband did not have money for
anotherr child at that time. With ample space between children, parents can financiallyy recover from a previous baby. A pregnancy, baby and infant cost a lot
off money. The family must spend money on routine health services such as
ANC,, delivery, the post-natal clinic and the child welfare clinic. Moreover, parentss must pay for food and clothes for the baby, a name-giving ceremony eight
dayss after birth and another party when the child becomes one year old. These
expensess are the bare minimum and assume that everything goes well. Small
childrenn are often sick and their medical expenses may be high.
Womenn reported other reasons why having children close together was
undesirable.. They said that they feared possible gossip and jokes about their obviouss inability to restrain themselves sexually. Or, they were too tired to go
throughh another pregnancy so soon, and did not want to face the trauma of
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deliveryy again. Women also said they feared that short birth intervals were bad
forr the health of the previous baby.
Whatt women considered as 'too close' a birth ranged from a few months to
upp to two years or more. If the birth interval was only a few months, the main
reasonn mentioned was that women were tired of going through another pregnancyy and delivery. If the child was already older, women were more motivated
byy the financial consequences.
CompletedCompleted family
Gbemisola'ss reason for aborting was that she did not want to have more than
thee four children she already had. About one-tenth of the women with abortion
experiencess had the same motive for aborting; they felt that they had enough
childrenn already. What constitutes 'enough' children and what influences this
numberr varies. Traditionally, couples should have as many children as possible.
Theree are different opinions on what is considered 'possible'. Ideally it would
bee 'as many as the traditional postpartum abstinence period of two years allows',, 'as many as God intends to give' or 'as many as a woman conceives'. The
officiall national population policy 'permits' a maximum of four children per
womann (which would mean that men in polygynous relationships are allowed
too have as many as four times the number of children as the number of their
wives).. This figure of four seems to have stuck in people's minds, because many
mentionedd four children as an ideal figure — provided that there is at least one
son.. Nowadays, it seems to be mainly economic factors that influence the desiredd number of children, 'possible' has taken on the connotation of'possible to
caree for'.
FinancialFinancial problems
Thee inability to care for another child financially is a major underlying motivationn for those who cite 'too short a birth interval' and 'having enough children
already'' as reasons for aborting, as was made clear by the stories of Gbemisola
andd Yemi. Some of the reasons given usually included other, less obvious ones.
Inn Chapter 3, I explained how for many Nigerians, the economic situation is
becomingg increasingly austere. Many families are in a situation in which every
additionall child will reduce the money available to others in the family; only the
richh can (still) afford to have many children. Yemi said that she and her husband,, a civil servant, did not have money now for another child, but they would
stilll want more later on. Salaries of civil servants in Nigeria have not been adjustedd for the inflation caused by the devaluation of the national currency, and
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remainn far too low. Over the years, there has been increasing unrest and strikes
amongg civil servants demanding higher salaries and regularly paid wages. At
leastt civil servants at least still have the advantage of formal employment. Most
Nigerians,, in the formal and informal sector, feel the increasingly tight economicc situation influencing all spheres of life. 'Financial instability', or lack of
moneyy for raising an additional child, was given as the main reason for aborting
inn 16% of abortion experiences of married women.
MaritalMarital

problems

Maritall problems were given as a reason for abortion in 9% of abortion experiencess of married women. Some women said their husbands were not caring,
andd they could not face going through a pregnancy and delivery on their own
again.. Other women were not on good terms with their husbands, and so did
nott want to give him a child. The tensions between spouses mostly arise when
husbandss want to take another wife, such as in the case of Jumoke. W h e n
womenn live in polygynous marriages, they often blame their husband for tensionss with the co-wife. W o m e n complain that their husband 'does not care for
mee equally' or 'does not equally support me financially'. Abortion can be seen
ass a way for women to be able to more or less quiedy 'rebel' against their ambivalentt and unstable position in the patrilineage (being a producer of members for
thee patrilineage without being a member themselves), and against the problems
off polygynous marriages. Aborting a pregnancy that is still wanted by the husbandd was reported by some women as a way to 'punish' him. W o m e n would
havee to feel very strongly about hurting the husband to do this. If the husband
discoveredd the truth it could be a reason for divorce, which may not be their intention.. Thus, polygyny can be the underlying cause for a woman wanting
abortion.. However, it can also be a reason why a husband wants one of his wives
too abort, as the following case illustrates.
AA 28 year-old Muslim trader in fish, with a primary school certificate, living in
aa village in Epe, is the second wife of her husband. She has three children: a 3, 6
andd 10 year-old. She had an abortion twice for different reasons, both related
too polygyny: "I am the second wife of my husband. I aborted first when I was
222 and my first child was four years old, because the first wife was already pregnantt and our husband did not want two pregnant wives. He gave me the
moneyy to go and abort the pregnancy. I went to a private clinic and had a D&C
donee when I was two months pregnant. The second time I had abortion was
thiss year. I had a fight with my husband, because I discovered that he slept in
thee first wife's room instead of in my room when it was supposed to be my
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turn.. I even wanted to kill myself since I felt our husband loves die first wife
moree dian me. It was after much begging from my husband that I changed my
mindd and did not kill myself, but terminated the pregnancy at three-anda-halff months. I went to a private hospital and had vacuum aspiration. I did it
soo as to punish my husband."
Thee first abortion shows that it is not in the man's interest if both of his wives
aree pregnant at the same time. One of the advantages of a polygynous marriage
forr the man is that it is easier to 'obey' the traditional postpartum taboo of two
years.. If both of his wives are pregnant, he loses this advantage; he must find anotherr woman to satisfy his sexual needs. This costs him a lot of money, so he
askss one to abort. In this case, the previous child was four years old. This is a
properr birth interval and the woman wanted the child, but she had to give in to
herr husband's wish. The reason for the second abortion illustrates that the
(male)) ideal of co-wives living harmoniously together does not always materialise,
ass I have already indicated in Chapter 3. There is a recurrent risk of tension and
jealousyy between them over the favours of their husband. Men, when planning
too take or taking a second wife, may also just leave theirfirstwives with their pregnancyy and stop supporting them, or may even formally separate from them.
Somee women reported they aborted because they were disillusioned with
theirr marriage (not only as a result of polygyny). Their husbands were not supportingg them in any way whatsoever, neither financially nor emotionally, and
theyy were left on their own.
Wife'sWife's extramarital affairs
Anotherr reported reason for abortion was pregnancy as a result of an extramaritall affair by the wife (5% of experiences). Pregnancy from an extramarital affair
iss always a threat to a woman. If it is discovered, she may lose her position in the
patrilineagee of her husband, and she may be forced to divorce and leave the
housee and her children, a very shameful occasion. Some women would risk havingg the baby that is not their husband's and pretend it is his, but would always
havee to live with the fear that the truth may still come out in the end. The child
mayy expose some extraordinary features or qualities (possibly good ones, but
mostt likely bad ones) that cannot be explained through its genetic inheritance
fromm the father or mother. Others who wish the woman ill may prove by divinationn that the child is not the father's. One woman who had wanted to keep
herr illegitimate child said that she had to abort it because she happened to find
outt when she was already pregnant that her husband had become infertile after
aa serious illness. She could never pretend the child was his. These days, some
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husbandss may want scientific proof of their biological parenthood and ask their
wivess with a 'dubious' child to go for a blood test.
Boxx 6 . 1 . Trying to get an illegitimate child acknowledged
Whenn listening to the stories by women who aborted a pregnancy from an extramaritall affair, I remembered the amazing and terrible story that I heard when I had only
beenn in Nigeria f o r a short while. One o f the wives o f a 'big' man who had around
ninee wives, had to take her illegitimate child forr such a blood test. Out of panic and
desperation,, she had her child infused with other blood that would match the blood
o ff the husband. The child died. I did not know the woman personally (I only knew
whoo she was), but sympathised with her desperation. I wondered how she convincedd a doctor, a nurse, or whoever, to perform the unethical and dangerous procedure.. I did not follow up on the story because it was too appalling to me. I also did
nott want to become involved in what I felt to be sickening gossip and slander about
thee woman by showing too much interest. At that time I was not yet involved with
thee present research, which would have 'warranted' my following up the story.

Ninee of the interviewed women reported that they aborted after getting pregnantt by their boyfriend; three of them got pregnant twice from an extramarital
affair.. All of these women had children from their husbands already. Some said
theyy had a boyfriend when their husbands were not around for a prolonged periodd of time. Others had a boyfriend alongside the husband, maybe for fun,
perhapss for money; we did not ask. All nine women were petty traders and had
plentyy of opportunity for contact with men other than their husbands.
Itt was surprising that women risked getting pregnant from their boyfriends
byy not using contraception. Only one woman said to have used the safe period,
butt that she must have miscalculated; none of the other married women used
anyy form of contraception with their boyfriends.
EducationEducation

and career

Thee following history of Fashoro, one of the women who came to the hospital
withh complications of abortion, reveals yet another important reason why marriedd women considered a pregnancy unwanted and aborted it.
Fashoroo is a 20 year-old unemployed Muslim woman who finished secondary
school.. She and her two-year-old child live with her husband's grandmother:
"II have been longing to go to university. I once had the same problem [pregnancy]] when I was in JSS3. I had to leave school to have the baby before going
backk to school. This time nobody will want to help me to care for the child
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whenn I eventually go back to school. The child I have caused a lot of problems
inn my family and in my boyfriend's family. We did a traditional marriage. My
parentss have never been happy with me since I had the baby. My husband's
parentss refused to accept me to live in their house and I live with his grandmotherr instead. My husband is still studying in the polytechnic. I told him I
wass pregnant, but he hardly reacted, because he was very weak with typhoid
fever."" [Fashoro confided in her stepmother, who helped her to abort with
somee drugs. After a week she was feeling drowsy and had severe abdominal
painn and thought it was malaria. When her stepmother took her to the hospital,, the nurse discovered she had serious complications from an incomplete
abortion,, and needed referral to LIMH. She had the retained products of conceptionn evacuated, after which her condition improved.]
Fashoro'ss case shows that married women may still have career plans. If women
marriedd young, they may still seek to continue their education; some married
womenn were even presently attending some sort of school. When Fashoro had
herr first pregnancy in secondary school she was lucky that she could finish her
secondaryy education after she had the baby, even though there were many negativee social consequences. These illustrate that the consequences that single
pregnantt women fear and motivate them to abort, as explained in Chapter 5,
aree not unrealistic. Fashoro saw her hope of continuing her study in university
threatenedd when she got pregnant again.
Educationn is not the only arena that may be hindered by a baby; a career can
bee too. Some women said they had just got a promotion that would be withdrawnn if they would have to take maternity leave. Others wanted to start a businesss or had just invested money in a business of their own, and a pregnancy and
smalll baby would prevent tiiem from putting the requisite 110% of their energy
andd time into building up the business. T h e formal and informal labour market
inn Nigeria is full and very competitive. If one gets an opportunity to progress
(e.g.. formal employment, promotion, chance to gather some money for your
ownn business, admission to a school, or someone willing to pay for your education),, it is very difficult to let the chance pass, because it may very likely never
presentt itself again. O f all abortion experiences, 5% said they aborted because a
pregnancyy and new baby would interfere with, or halt their career plans, while
anotherr 4 % were presently in some sort of education that they would have to
stopp if they would continue the pregnancy.
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Copingg with unwanted pregnancy

Thee majority of interviewed married women coped with an unwanted
pregnancyy by having an abortion. Three-quarters (75%) of the 192 unwanted d
pregnanciess reported by married women were aborted, while 21% kept the
pregnancy.. Four percent (4%) tried to self-abort, but when the methods did
nott work, they stopped. The reasons why some women aborted and others did
nott may partly depend on the reasons why the pregnancy was unwanted. Some
reasonss are more pressing stressors for the women which require problemsolvingg coping, i.e. abortion. Figures are too small to find statistically significantt associations, but it seems that when the reason 'having enough children
already'' was given, relatively more women kept the pregnancy (65%, or 20 out
off 31 women). On the other hand, when pregnancies were unwanted for 'career'' reasons or the 'man responsible for the pregnancy not being acceptable',
womenn resorted to abortion relatively more often (respectively 17 out of 19 and
122 out of 13). The last reason, often indicating an extramarital affair, threatens
women'ss (married) position the most.
Marriedd women usually have more material and knowledge resources at
theirr disposal to cope with unwanted pregnancy than do single girls. Moreover,
thee stressor of an unwanted pregnancy is usually less serious for marriedd women
thann it is for single girls unless the pregnancy is from an extramarital affair.
Onlyy then could the pregnancy really bring her into serious social and marital
troublee if found out. Married women usually have better knowledge of places
wheree they could go for abortion than single women do, as they can go to the
placee where they have already delivered. They also have more access to money,
iff not their own, then perhaps that of someone in their network of female
friends.. Depending on the relationship with her husband, especially if both
considerr the pregnancy unwanted, a married woman might have his social and
financialfinancial support when opting for an abortion. For all of these reasons, married
womenn normally panic less than single women when they are faced with an unwantedd pregnancy. However, since abortion is publicly condemned, married
womenn still try to abort as quietly and as unnoticed as possible.
Thee main reason reported by the 40 interviewed women with an unwanted
pregnancyy who didnot abort was that they considered it immoral because abortionn was against their faith (28%). Women of all religions gave this as a reason.
Aboutt one quarter (23%) of the 40 women who did not abort said it was
becausee they feared the health complications of abortion, including secondary
infertilityy and death. About one-fifth (18%) had wanted to abort, but were eitherr prevented by their husbands from doing so, or they did not know how to
goo about it. Some also conformed to public opinion and considered abortion to
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bee unacceptable for a married woman, since all pregnancies within marriage
shouldd be welcome.
MarriageMarriage in Yoruba society is meant to produce children and therefore marriedd women would normally not abort the first pregnancy of their marriage.
Thee findings of this study support this. Nearly all the 129 women who had their
firstt abortion when married had one or more children already; only nine did
not.. Three of these nine women had a genuine and publicly accepted reason:
twoo aborted on medical grounds, based on a doctor's advice, while the other
wass a woman whose husband died when she was pregnant with their first child
andd her family-in-law did not want to accept the baby. Of the six others, either
theyy or their husbands were still studying or they thought they did not yet have
enoughh money, while one woman said she aborted because was very disappointedd in the husband she had just wedded; he was very uncaring and she was
thinkingg of a divorce.
Husbands'Husbands' and others' influence on coping decisions
Womenn usually made the decisions about how to cope with an unwanted pregnancyy on their own. Four-fifths (80%) of married women said their decision
wass uninfluenced by their husbands or by others. From these findings, it cannott be concluded whether or not husbands knew that their wives were pregnant
andd wanted to abort; we did not ask about it. The husbands may have known,
butt have been indifferent and left it to their wives to decide, as in Jumoke's case.
Womenn who got pregnant from an extramarital affair obviously would not tell
theirr husbands.
Thee experiences of the ten married women with abortion complications
providee more information on the involvement of husbands. Five of these
womenn did not tell their husbands about their pregnancy, even though their
pregnanciess were reportedly legitimate. The case of Gbemisola illustrates why
thesee women wanted to hide their pregnancy: They feared that their husbands
wouldd ask them to keep the pregnancy, though they themselves definitely did
nott want it. Either the women thought they had enough children already or
theirr previous child was still too young. In addition, they foresaw financial
problems.. Since the brunt of the caring, raising and paying for a child is borne
byy the wife, as was explained in Chapter 3, she will more often find a pregnancy
unwantedd than her husband does. Women are aware that their wishes will most
probablyy be contrary to those of their husbands and do not want to be preventedd from choosing what they see as the best solution. Therefore, they decide
too not tell their husbands they are pregnant.
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Off the other five women who told their husbands that they carried an unwantedd pregnancy, only Yemi's husband supported his wife with the abortion.
Hee agreed with his wife that abortion was the best coping strategy and they
lookedd together for a way of aborting. In the other four cases, the women went
aheadd on their own, because their husbands were either indifferent (like Jumoke's)
orr they did not really want their wives to abort, but had to give in to their wishes.

Abortionn methods and providers
Comparedd to single women, married women are likely to have more informationn about abortion providers and more money to spend on abortion. Nearly all
(93%)) of the 233 abortions that married women had occurred after they had alreadyy given birth to a baby. They could thus return to the ANC or health care
providerr who helped them with their delivery; these (private hospitals and
TBAs1)) are often also potential providers of abortion. In Chapter 5,1 elaborated
onn available abortion providers in Lagos and Epe and the abortion methods
thesee providers use, as well as the cost involved. Therefore, it suffices here to list
inn Table 6.3 the providers whom married women reported to have used for their
totall of 201 abortion experiences.
Tablee 6.3.

Abortion providers for 201 abortion experiences o f married women

providerprovider

percent

Privatee hospital

80%

-- Straight to private hospital
-- Private hospital after attempted self-abortion
Noo provider - self-induced abortion
Chemistt

(71%)
(9%)
2%
8%

-- Straight to chemist
-- Chemist after trying self-abortion first
'Personn in a room'
-- Straight to 'person in a room'
-'Personn in a room'after trying self-abortion
Traditionall healer

(5%)
(3%)
5%
first

(4%)
(2 )
3%

-- Straight t o traditional healer
-- Traditional healer after trying self-abortion
Publicc hospital

(2%)
(1 )
2%

-- Straight t o public hospital

(3 )

-- Public hospital after trying self-abortion

(1 )

TotalTotal

700%

Source:Source: abortion questionnaire, 201 and not all 233 abortion experiences of married women. Only women who
weree asked to report on self-abortion before going to a provider have been included; see note with Table 5.5.
nn
Numbers are given instead of percentages for figures involving less than four women
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Mostt of the married women (71%) reported that they went directly to a private
hospitall or clinic for abortion.3 Many said they knew this hospital from when
theyy delivered their babies or because it was in the neighbourhood. A total of
17%% of the total 201 abortion experiences tfarWwith self-induced abortion, i.e.
womenn taking some medicines or substances orally, but only 2% succeeded
withh these methods.4 The other 15% went to a provider, usually a private hospital,, after the failed self-abortion. Providers other than private hospitals were
few;; in total they accounted for only 18% of abortions (4% after attempted
self-abortions).. The chemist was the most used 'other' provider (8%), followed
byy 'a person in a room' (5%). Only a few women said to have used a traditional
healerr for abortion (3%). Thus, about 73% of abortions of married women
appearr to have been implemented by safe providers, meaning private or public
hospitalss only (without the woman having attempted self-abortion first). However,, as mentioned in Chapter 5, this does not mean that the abortion in the privatee hospital was actually safe.
Thee experiences ofwomen who came with complications to the hospital are
illustrativee of the quality of private hospitals. Five of the ten had an abortion in
aa private hospital: One woman was probably just 'unlucky' to be suffering from
complications,, because the abortion could have been safe. She was a 27 year-old
pettyy trader who had an MVA of a two-months-old pregnancy for which she
paidd 1,500 naira (which is the minimum price for a safe abortion in a private
hospital).. Her abortion was incomplete. The four others most probably had
unsafee abortions in the private hospitals where they went, judging from their
accountss of the procedure and from the amount of money they paid for them.
Onee of these four women was a 30 year-old university student. She had an
abortionn by D&C in a family hospital at about one month of pregnancy, for
whichh she did not have to pay anything. But the abortion was botched and she
developedd fistulae. On the one hand, it is laudable that family doctors assist
theirr clients without pursuit of profit, but on the other hand, they may be performingg procedures without qualification or experience. A chief matron in
LIMHH had told me earlier about her observations of dangerous abortions performedd in private family hospitals by unqualified staff that are done to help
theirr clients, who are mostly married women who had delivered there before.5
InvolvementInvolvement of others in abortion decisions
Mostt married women reported that they decided on their own that they wanted
too abort (75%). Yet, some of these women involved others once they had made
thee decision to abort. They asked for advice on which provider or method to
use,, for company when she went to the abortionist or for assistance with paying
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forr the abortion. Table 6.4 summarises how others, such as husbands, friends
andd family, were involved.
Tablee 6.4.

Involvement o f others in first and subsequent abortions by married women

involvementinvolvement ofothers

firstfirst abortion only*

KnowledgeKnowledge about the provider/method

)
(N -132)
N

subsequentsubsequent abortions
(N-98) )

Kneww o f it from experience

52% %

22% %

Fromm a (female) friend

34% %

20% %

Throughh husband/partner/boyfriend

7% %

2% %

Throughh sister/family member

6% %

4% %

Otherss * *

2% %

Hadd an earlier abortion by the same provider
Usedd the oral method before
Total*** Total***

--700% %

-48% %
3% %
700% %

(Missingg values - 3)
PersonPerson accompanying to provider* * * *

(N -133)
N
)

(N-93) )

Nobody,, went alone

48% %

66% %

Herr partner/husband

23% %

17% %

AA (female) friend

20% %

14% %

Sister/familyy member
Total*** Total***

8% %
100% 100%

3% %
700% %

(Missingg values - 4)
PersonPerson who paid for the abortion

)
(N -117)
N

(N-86) )

Self f

50% %

63% %

Partner/husband d

49% %

36% %

Others***** *
Total Total

1% %
100% 100%

1% %
700% %

(Missingvalues-8)****** *
Somee women had already had an abortion when they were still single
Husband'ss friend, d o c t o r in hospital
Totalss d o not add up to 100% due to rounding
N o tt self-abortion
Sister,, friend, father-in-law
11

N o t included the 16 w o m e n w h o paid nothing and the 6 women w h o self-aborted.

Forr cases in which abortion was a husband and wife's joint decision, most
womenn did not want to involve anyone except their husbands. They preferred
too hide the abortion from others because community opinions disapprove of
abortionn under most circumstances; the reason for the unwanted pregnancy
mayy be something shameful, and could easily become a topic for gossip. Even if
thee community would endorse the reason for the abortion, as in the case of
rape,, being raped is still something shameful that women (and their husbands)
wouldd like to hide from others.
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Especiallyy in the case of subsequent abortion(s), women did not involve
otherss in their abortion: 73% of women decided for themselves how to abort,
66%66% went to the abortionists on their own and 63% paid for it themselves.
Withh first abortions, they tended to involve others more, but even so, about half
off the women still did everything by themselves. They said they knew where to
abortt because they had delivered there or because it was in the neighbourhood.
Aboutt half of the 98 women who had more than one abortion went back to the
samee provider who performed their first abortion; only one of them reported
complicationss after the first one. This woman had only minor complications,
somee abdominal pain that was treated in the same hospital. It was striking that
//womenn involved someone in choosing a provider for abortion, it was seldom
aa family member (or her own or in-laws), whereas for other health matters, familyy members are usually consulted. Women ask their family where to go when a
childd is sick or where to go for ANC care and delivery. In cases of abortion, the
womann would not want her family to know, because they would most likely not
agreee with abortion and might even prevent her from carrying it out. Those
womenn who did confide in someone usually consulted female friends who also
oftenn escorted them to the abortion providers.
Inn one-quarter of first and less than one-fifth of subsequent abortions, husbandss escorted their wives to the abortionists, but a greater percentage of husbandss paid for the abortion than actually accompanied their wives. This indicatess that they knew their wives aborted. It seems the husbands did not want to
bee publicly seen as agreeing with abortion by openly escorting their wives, but
quietlyy supported them instead. It may also be that husbands considered gynaecologicall problems to be women's affairs. One hardly sees couples together in
gynaee clinics, except when the gynaecologist or traditional birth attendant who
iss treating the woman explicitly asks the husbands to come. However, since
husbandss usually escort their wives to the hospital for surgery or delivery, the
firstfirst impression, that most husbands do not publicly want to support their wives
inn abortion is probably nearest the truth. Another possibility is that men might
considerr their wife's abortion as their personal failure, i.e. they were so careless
too make their wife pregnant when a baby was unwanted. The feet that more
thann half of the women paid for the abortion themselves is an indication that
manyy of their husbands probably did not know they were getting an abortion,
otherwisee the women would have asked their husbands for the money; cultural
normss dictate that husbands finance the medical treatment of their family. This
correspondss to the findings that of the ten women with complications admitted
too the hospital, half of the husbands did not know they were pregnant and
wantedd to abort.
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Unsafee abortion
Moree married women than single women had relatively safe abortions: 70% as
opposedd to 60%. Yet 30% of the married women had unsafe abortions because
theyy had a late abortion, and/or used unsafe methods and/or used unsafe providerss (according to the criteria set out in Chapter 4). Some of the main reasonss why married women ended up delaying abortion or resorted to unsafe
providerss and/or methods were illustrated by the cases of Yemi, Jumoke and
Gbemisola,, and will now be discussed.
DelayingDelaying abortion
Delayingg abortion does not imply a conscious choice for a relatively unsafe
abortion;; it is instead an unwanted outcome of the circumstances. Although all
tenn women who entered the hospital with complications aborted in the first
trimesterr of pregnancy, seven of them delayed aborting by one or two months;
everyy delay carries an increased risk of complications. The main reasons for
thesee ten women's delay were lack of finances and the prolonged period time it
tookk to determine which provider to use. The histories of Yemi and Jumoke illustratedd these points.
Interviewss on abortion experiences of married women confirmed that most
off the 28 who did delay said the main reason was that they had to gather money
(32%).. Others delayed because they wanted to be sure they were pregnant
(29%).. These women had had experience with missing their period, and hoped
itit would come back by itself. Some women said they initially had wanted to
keepp the pregnancy, but when circumstances changed, they also changed their
mindd and wanted to abort (29%). 'Changed circumstances' were usually related
too health problems and to husbands who were found to be unfaithful, and
worsenedd economic circumstances for only one woman.
AbortingAborting with unsafe methods and providers
Thoughh relatively more married women than single women used safe abortion
providers,, a substantial number of married women, 28%, used unsafe providers,, i.e. a'person in a room', a chemist or a traditional healer (see Table 6.3).
Mostt women know which abortion providers are safer than others and know
thatt abortion can be very dangerous, but may still take the risk. The three case
historiess presented illustrate the main reason why married women use these
unsafee providers: lack of money to pay for a good private hospital. Unsafe providerss are usually cheaper. Only very few married women said they used unsafe
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providerss and methods for reasons of secrecy, as was the case with many single
girls. .
Yemii and her husband decided to have an abortion with a TBA for free, and
saidd explicitly that they simply did not have money to go to a hospital. Jumoke
waitedd with aborting because she did not have money, and finally settled for an
abortionn by a nurse where she had to pay only 400 naira. Gbemisola went to a
privatee hospital for her abortion, but it could not have been safe because she
paidd only 1,000 naira for a procedure for which she was heavily sedated. These
casess reveal again and again that many persons and families really live on or beloww the poverty line. It is sad that in Nigeria a civil servant like Yemi's husband
couldd not easily raise 1,500 naira for a relatively safe abortion, and therefore
riskedd the infertility or death of his wife.
Itt is striking that when husbands were involved and paid for the abortion,
moree women went to safe providers (88%) than when the women had to pay for
thee abortion themselves (78%). Again, this boils down to more readily available
moneyy making abortion safer, and not that the husband's choice of abortion
providerr insured a safer abortion. Husbands were normally not involved in
choosingg providers; Yemi's husband is an exception. Thus, husbands were not
thee ones who influenced the women to use a safer provider; the availability of
moneyy from them was.

Copingg with complications
Thirteenn percent of the 233 abortion experiences of married women resulted in
complications.. Just as it is generally easier for married women to cope with an
unwantedd pregnancy, it is usually easier for married women to cope with abortionn complications than it is for single girls. Although complications after a
secrett abortion might reveal all the practices that the abortion was supposed to
conceal,, at least initially, married women, even if they aborted secredy, have
onee big 'advantage' over single women: They can always pretend their problems
aree due to a spontaneous miscarriage. When a woman reports she is having a
miscarriage,, everyone will pity her and try to help if they can. This is exacdy
whatt Gbemisola and many other women did. People around them, including
theirr husbands, would not be surprised that they did not know about the pregnancyy that was miscarried because Yoruba women normally keep all pregnancies,, even the welcome ones, a secret until the pregnancy starts to show.7 The
reasonn is that women fear others may be jealous and try to do harm to them and
theirr baby. Early pregnancies are especially vulnerable to evil powers; many a
miscarriagee is blamed on these influences. It is understandable that women who
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arcc suffering from abortion complication hide the real cause by telling the personss around them that the problems are due to miscarriage, but it may become
problematicc when these women do not immediately inform the staff at the hospitall that they had undergone an abortion. I was told by medical doctors that althoughh the treatment of complications of spontaneous and induced abortion is
ratherr similar in most cases, and the doctor who treats the woman would most
likelyy discover the underlying cause in the end, knowing the cause immediately
wouldd facilitate the most adequate treatment.
Strategiess of coping with complications will partly depend on how women
assesss the threat of the complications, both in terms of their health and the exposuree of their secrets. If the abortion was a secret from their husbands, women
mightt have more difficulty with coping, because the most obvious person to informm and to ask for help from would be the husband. Yemi's husband knew
aboutt her abortion, and helped her when she had complications.
Mostt of the ten women with complications interviewed in the hospital knew
thatt there was something seriously wrong as soon as the complications started.
Mostt said they were afraid of dying. These women sought help immediately.
Onlyy two women (see Biodun's history below) said that they were initially not
tooo worried when they noticed problems and tried some self-treatment at home
first.. All ten women who came to the hospital with complications had serious
complications,, including a perforation of the uterus, vaginal wall or bladder,
vaginal-rectall fistulae, septicaemia or serious bleeding and shock. Some came
straightt to LIMH, while others were referred from private hospitals (like Jumoke
andd Gbemisola).
Biodunn is a 29 year-old Muslim petty trader in provisions with a secondary
schooll certificate. She has three children of whom the youngest is two years
old.. She had one previous abortion in 1992. This time she had a badly performedd D&C in a private hospital after having tried self-abortion with antibiotics.. She aborted without her husband knowing because she had been afraid
herr husband would have asked her to keep the pregnancy. The same day as the
abortion,, while sitting in her stall in the market, she had severe pains and could
hardlyy walk: "I was afraid at first, but when I remembered that the doctor had
toldd me that I would experience some pains, I felt at ease again. 1 asked my
co-traderss to help me pack my wares in and I locked up the shop, and went
homee However, I became worried again when the pains persisted for ten days.
Alll these days I had used warm compresses to massage my abdomen. The pain
wouldd subside a litde before it would start again. After using this method for
tenn days without any improvement, I became afraid and helpless and knew I
couldd not handle the situation myself. I then sent for my mother. She and my
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husbandd took me to a private hospital in the area where evacuation was repeated.. I was admitted for four days, but the pain persisted. My husband then
decidedd to take me to the general hospital. The doctor there referred me to
LIMH.. My mother was annoyed with me but at the same time afraid for my
life.. My father was made to believe that I am only sick so that he can help to
payy the hospital bills since he is rich. He lives in Abeokuta [a town one and a
half-hourr drive from Lagos]. I regret very much what I did and believe my
wombb must have been completely damaged. Will I ever be able to get pregnant
again?? [Biodun had a retroverted uterus with bladder displacement by a thick
walledd mass with cystic and solid components within, due to uterine perforation.. She had foul smelling discharge. Manual correction of retroversion was
donee and she was put on drugs. She was discharged after one-week hospitalisationn and asked to come back for follow-up after four weeks.]
Biodunn was among the minority of married women who used avoidance coping
whenn faced with complications. She clung to the doctor's information that abdominall pain after abortion is normal in order to reassure herself. O n l y after ten
dayss of persistent pains did she admit something was seriously wrong and she
changedd to problem-solving coping instead. Usually married women with
abortionn complications know they have to ask for help because dhey are not able
too handle the situation on their own.
Copingg with the complications was easier for those five women whose husbandss were aware of the abortion, even if they had not fully agreed with it.
Thesee husbands brought their wives to a hospital. Some went to a private hospitall first, before being referred to LIMH. In these cases, the women and their husbandss would tell the doctor in the private hospital straight away what the cause
off the problems was, and the proper treatment could start immediately.
Fourr of the five women who kept the abortion secret from their husbands
continuedd to hide the real causes of tiieir problems from them, even when they
askedd their husbands to take them to the hospital. O n l y at the hospital did the
husbandss hear the real cause of the problems. W h e n they found out, these
womenn reported that the men were very annoyed and showed little compassion.. T h e stories of Jumoke and Gbemisola illustrate how much women who
abortedd without their husbands' knowledge regretted the abortion, and feared
theyy might have spoilt their marriage. In fact, the thing they really regretted was
thatt the abortion was no longer secret. Nothing would have happened if there
hadd been no complications. As a woman in the community survey commented
onn abortion, 'Nothing is bad about it if you succeed'.
Amongg married women, just as among single girls, abortion complications
couldd have been prevented from becoming worse if women had taken timely,
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appropriatee action. Some women delayed getting adequate treatment because
theyy first treated themselves at home in an effort to keep the abortion a secret.
Otherss had gone to a private hospital where complications could not be treated
adequately,, perhaps because either they did not immediately disclose the cause
off the problems or the complications had progressed too far to be treated in a
non-specialistt centre. Some private hospitals referred these women immediately,, whereas others delayed and referred the women only after some days (and
chargingg them money). Some also went to a TBA first, because they trusted their
treatmentss (and possibly feared the treatment in the hospital).

Deathh from abortion
Fortunately,, none of the ten married women whom we interviewed who had
gonee to the hospital with complications of abortion, died. T h e discussion in
thiss section is therefore not based on personal experiences, as it was with the
singlee women, but on the 24 histories told by respondents in the community
survey.. W o m e n in the community had known the women w h o died from
abortionn either as neighbours, friends or family members. Their 24 histories
aree not very different from what we have learnt from the personal experiences
off married women who survived abortion, at least in regards to the reasons for
abortionn and the involvement of husbands. However, as would be expected,
moree of the women who died had had unsafe abortions: 22 out of 24 women
(92%)) had had unsafe abortions. They had either used unsafe methods or had
abortedd at a later stage of gestation; half of the women who died aborted in
theirr second trimester of pregnancy and 18% aborted in the third trimester.
T h ee four histories presented below about women who died illustrate how hazardouss abortion can be, and how 'easily' and unnecessarily women die.
AA 32 years-old married Muslim schoolteacher in Lagos recounts the experiencess of her fellow teacher and friend. She had an abortion herself in the same
yearr as her friend who died. Her opinion about abortion is negative, because
throughh her own experience she knows it is very painful, and moreover it kills
aa lot of women, such as her friend: "In 1992 my friend died. She was only 28
yearss old and a Christian. She was a teacher in a private school in Lagos. She
hadd one child who was just five months old when she got pregnant again. The
mainn reason for not wanting the pregnancy was that the private school where
shee worked would not allow her to go on maternity leave again. They might
firee her or just not pay her for maternity leave. The husband knew about the
pregnancy.. They had a good relationship. He asked her to leave the pregnancy
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becausee he had been warned in church chat his wife might die if she would
abort.. At four months she had an abortion by D&C after having an injection,
inn a private hospital. She went there on her own. Immediately after the procedure,, when she was still in the hospital she fainted and was sick and they admittedd her and warned her husband. She stayed in the hospital for five days beforee she died. My friend was telling everybody that if God says anything they
shouldd not object to it [if she would die it was God's wish]. She asked us to
takee care of her child. I can understand that my friend wanted to abort. She
wass very unlucky." [Being a teacher in a private school is a highly valued position,, because private schools pay more than government schools. The woman
wouldd indeed have lost her job when asking for maternity leave so soon after a
previouss leave. A teacher in a government school in her condition would not
havee lost her job, though her maternity leave would perhaps not be paid. Possiblyy she delayed till after the relatively safe first trimester because her husband
wass not in favour of abortion.]
AA 29 year-old engaged housekeeper in Lagos with primary education tells the
storyy about her neighbour. She belongs to a Mission church and believes abortionn is a sin in the eyes of God and deserves punishment: "My neighbour died
inn 1994 when she was 33 years old. She was a small trader and had only primary
school.. We lived in a small town in Oyo State. She was a Muslim. She had two
childrenn already. When she got pregnant, she and her husband were not
happy,, because they felt they had enough children already and could not supportt another one. So they decided to abort. At three months she took somethingg at home, I do not know what she took; a friend had told her about the
method.. The next day her stomach started paining her and she had heavy
bleeding,, but the pregnancy could not be expelled, as was intended by taking
thee medicines [or substances]. Her husband and friends immediately took her
too the hospital. However, the foetus did not come out and she died of shock
andd bleeding. I do not understand why my neighbour did it. I feel that since
shee was married they could still try to look after one more child." [The poor
financiall situation of the couple was the reason for abortion as well as for the
unsafee method of self-abortion. The story shows how self-abortion can get
completelyy out of hand in a short time.]
AA single, 26 year-old Pentecostal hairdresser, with a secondary education who
livess in Lagos discusses her neighbour who died of abortion. She believes abortionn is very hazardous because it can kill and cause infertility: "It was in 1991
whenn my neighbour died of abortion. She belonged to the Pentecostal church,
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ikee I do, and worked as a petty trader. I don't know what was her age exactly,
butt she already had six children. Then she got pregnant from another man and
off course she did not want to have this baby. Also her boyfriend, who was a
marriedd man, did not want it and asked her to abort. She aborted when she
wass three months pregnant. She went to a chemist shop where she was given
somee drugs to take at home. A day after she took the drugs, she had severe
painss and bleeding. The husband then rushed her to the hospital, but efforts to
rescuee her proved to be in vain. She died a few hours after admission to the
hospital.. I understand that she did not want her husband and other people to
knoww that she was dating another man. [Pregnancy from an extramarital affair is
usuallyy unwanted both by the woman and her lover, who in this case was also a
marriedd man. The lover did not financially assist the woman to have a safe abortionn in a private hospital and she went for a cheap, secret abortion in a chemist
instead.. This story shows how fast these drugs can do their disastrous work.]
AA 30 year-old married petty trader with a primary school level education in
Epee recounts the story of her neighbour. She belongs to a Mission church. She
believess abortion is very dangerous because it can kill: "In 1996 my neighbour
diedd of abortion. She was just 23 years old. She was a Muslim, a small trader
andd she had gone up to SSS2 with her education. She had one child already and
hadd had another child before, but that child had died. Her husband was a civil
servant.. She was pregnant and first wanted the pregnancy, but then she had a
seriouss quarrel with her husband and so to punish him, she wanted to abort it.
Herr husband wanted her to keep the pregnancy, but at two-and-a-half months
shee took some drugs at home, I do not know what exactly. Two days after takingg the pills, she complained of stomach-ache. She went for treatment to a TBA
whoo gave her some agbo. However, the medicine did not stop the pains. The
samee day that she went to the TBA, she died at home. [This young woman
seemss to have been very upset because of the quarrel with her husband, which
maybee made her make rash decisions concerning the manner of aborting. We
doo not know whether she told the TBA the cause of her stomach problems and
thuss whether the TBA was trying to treat just stomach-ache or complications
off abortion.]
Usuallyy the community women who recounted the deaths from abortion were
ratherr compassionate. Probably they were more compassionate than persons
talkingg about women aborting in general were, because they had known these
womenn personally and understood why the pregnancy was unwanted and the
womann decided to abort. Some of the women reporting these histories had had
abortionss themselves. Nevertheless, sometimes I heard disparaging remarks
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like,, 'I think the woman got what she deserved, because she was unfaithful to
herr husband'.
Alll but three of the 24 married women who died had children already. It is
alwayss surprising when married women without children decide to abort. Accordingg to the storytellers, two of these three women acted on the advice of
theirr female friends. Of these two women, one was in a cult, and thus very
muchh under the influence of her fellow cult members to conform to the rules,
noo matter what they were. The third woman reportedly always quarrelled with
herr new husband and might have either made up her mind to divorce him, and
abortedd to avoid being tied to her husband and in-laws, or as a way to punish
him,, by withholding a child from him.
Cann we identify underlying factors for married women having unsafe abortionss that increase the likelihood of their death? Figures are too small to obtain
significantt associations, but some findings may be indicative. The reasons why
thee women who died had abortions were similar to those for women withh complicationss and all abortion experiences, but relatively more of them were said to
havee gotten pregnant from an extramarital affair. One-quarter of the 24 women
whoo died became pregnant from an extramarital affair (compared to only 5% of
thee 233 abortion experiences of women who survived). Abortions by these
womenn thus resemble those of single women as far as secrecy is concerned.
Thesee women had to keep the abortion a secret from their husbands and could
nott count on their financial support for a safe abortion.. Moreover, they probablyy panicked more easily when they had complications and were even more reluctantt to ask for adequate help immediately. Compared to the women who
survivedd abortion, fewer of the 24 women who died had an abortion done by a
safee provider (only 43%), and relatively more performed self-abortion (29%) or
wentt to a chemist (19%). As far as the storytellers knew, most husbands knew
theirr wives were pregnant, that is if the pregnancy was not from an extramarital
affair,, and all but two husbands wanted to have the child. Only these two husbandss agreed with their wives that abortion was the best decision in the circumstancess as they felt they had enough children or the interval was too short.
Thee histories also indicate that the illegality of abortion hinders optimal
treatmentt of abortion complications. When the woman developed complicationss while still in the private hospital or other provider's place, the provider did
nott refer the woman to a specialist hospital. This would have exposed him or
herr as the cause of the problem, and he would risk being prosecuted. The
womann of the first history cited developed complications in the private hospital
wheree she had an abortion and died after five days. Two other women also died
att the provider's place where they had the abortion. They would have had more
off a chance of surviving if they had been treated in a specialist hospital.
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Thee dangers of taking drugs and substances at home, self prescribed or prescribedd by the chemist shop, are painfully illustrated. With these methods, the
situationn can get completely out of hand and beyond the point of being treatablee in a short period of time. Quality emergency treatment in specialist hospitalss is needed in such cases, which ordinary (non-specialist) private clinics and
traditionall healers, where most women were brought, if they were taken anywheree at all, could not provide.
Sixx of the 24 women died at home. It is worrying that it appears that three of
themm had been to a provider for help with the complications, but were sent
home.. A private hospital sent two women home, a TBA sent one woman home.
Off course we do not know the motivation of the providers for sending the
womenn back home. Perhaps they did not want to get involved in an abortion
casee or did not recognise the seriousness. The other three who died at home did
nott ask for help from any provider, but simply stayed home with their complications. .

Conclusion n
Thee findings of the present study on abortion by married women do not supportt the theory of Caldwell & Caldwell who argue that married women who
abortt have 'learned' this during the time when they were single. They state,
'Abortionss to single women have provided individual and social familiarity
withh the practice and have undoubtedly been the single most important influencee promoting marital abortions' (Caldwell & Caldwell 1994:290). Statistics
fromm the present study show that only 4% of the total of 652 interviewed
womenn who aborted had an abortion when they were single and subsequently
whenn they were married. Twenty percent of the 652 women with abortions only
hadd abortions when they were married. One percent had an abortion when they
weree married and then again when divorced, or when they were divorced and
thenn again later, when they were married. Thus 75% only had abortion(s) when
theyy were single (of whom 79% are presently married).
Iff we consider only the 289 women who reported multiple abortions, only
9%% of them had an abortion first when they were single and subsequently when
married.. Even this more conservative figure does not substantiate the Caldwells'' theory. As many as 72% of the women who had multiple abortions only
abortedd when they were single. (Of these women, 79% are presently married.)
Thee Caldwells seem to falsely assume, like many of the other demographic
researcherss on abortion, that the decision to abort an unwanted pregnancy is
madee easily and almost automatically, and that once a woman has had the expe-
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riencc,, she will most likely repeat the 'convenient' solution to a problem. They
forgett that for most women, abortion is a painful experience, physically as well
ass mentally. It is one that a woman would not like to relive.
Thee primary (but not sole) reason why married women abort pregnancies is,
directlyy or indirectly, their impoverished financial situation. Some women explicidyy stated that financial reasons were their motivation. Others offered alreadyy having enough children, or not wanting children too close together or
wantingg to pursue a career, as reasons; these often boil down to present financial
problems.. Figures from the present study cannot be conclusive, but abortion
amongg married women may well be on the increase because of increasing economicc austerity. Likewise, the prevailing economic crisis at national and individuall levels makes more women and couples motivated to use contraceptives
too limit their family size. Makinwa-Adebusoye & Feyisetan (1994:82), when
interpretingg the DHS figures for 1990, showed that the total fertility rate for
Southwestt Nigeria decreased from 6.25 in the 1981/2 DHS to 5.46 in 1990. In
1973,, when Caldwell (1976:75) conducted his research on Yoruba fertility and
thee household economy, he found that Yoruba did not see an additional child
ass a burden. At that time 100 naira was still equal to 50 pounds sterling, while at
thee time of the present research, about 25 years later, 100 naira was not even
equivalentt to one pound sterling, and the purchasing power of the naira was
muchh less than before.
Additionally,, a lack of finances was often the main reason for married
womenn having unsafe abortions. This worked at two levels: indirectly because
off the delay while women gathered money for the abortion, and directly becausee they had to settle for cheaper providers. They either opted for cheap privatee hospitals or abortionists other than private hospitals. Some women in my
networkk of Nigerian friends and family, of middle and higher income, also had
abortions.. Reasons for their unwanted pregnancies were usually extramarital affairss or career opportunities. All of them had abortions in good private hospitals
andd paid up to 3,000 naira to a gynaecologist; none of them had complications.
Analysingg the abortion experiences of married women makes one understandd their unstable 'outsider' position in the patrilineage of their husbands,
whichh may 'push' them into having an abortion because of financial problems,
tensionss in polygynous marriages or out of fear of exposure of having broken
societall norms (i.e. the postpartum taboo on sex). Though the husband and his
familyy own the products of the wife's reproduction, she is largely responsible,
financiallyy and practically, for the upbringing of the children that she produces
forr the patrilineage. In towns more than the countryside, more couples live
withh their nuclear family and not with or even near to the extended family as
wass once customary. The result is that there is often no caretaker available at
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home,, unless one is employed. Both the physical care-taking and the financial
burdenn of an additional child will weigh more heavily on the wife than on her
husband,, and therefore a pregnancy is more often unwanted by the wife than by
thee husband. Besides the practical and financial problems of raising additional
children,, which are often more problematic in a polygynous marriage where
moree women have to share the husband's income, there are the intrinsic tensionss in polygynous marriages which may push women into abortion. Tensions
betweenn husbands and wives often arise from the tensions between co-wives.
Abortionn by some women was described as a wife's way to rebel against her ambivalentt position: She 'punishes' her husband by withholding another member
fromm his patrilineage.
Inn many spheres of life, Yoruba women are used to act independently from
theirr husbands; they likewise act independently in their decisions concerning
abortion.. A considerable number of married women made coping decisions
aboutt what to do with an unwanted pregnancy on their own, either because
theyy wanted to keep the pregnancy a secret from their husbands and their familiess or their husbands were indifferent about what they decided to do. Some
husbandss did not agree with abortion, and although they could not prevent
theirr wives from aborting, they just let them take care of it on their own.
Amongg the married women, those who aborted without their husband knowing,, and especially those who gotten pregnant from an extramarital affair, were
thee most vulnerable, because often they had less money available and because
theyy had to keep the abortion and the possible complications as secret as possible.. The situation of these women can be compared to that of most single
women;; they are the most at risk, as the histories of abortion deaths showed.
Afterr having presented all the misery that married and single women face when
makingg the difficult decisions to abort: scraping money together to pay for the
abortion,, resorting to unsafe abortion methods, coping with complications,
endingg up infertile or dying, one important question remains. Why did they
nott prevent the unwanted pregnancy in the first place? Prevention of pregnancy
seemss like such an easy solution to the problem. Obviously, the women who recountedd their abortion experiences cannot prevent what has already happened,
butt other women could. Women who survived their abortion could prevent the
situationn in which another one could happen. The next chapter deals with the
opinionss and the practice of prevention of unwanted pregnancy, by way of abstinencee and use of contraception. It will show that the solution of prevention is
nott as simple as it seems.

